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STAFF REPORT: 5/12/2021 MEETING             PREPARED BY: D. RIEDEN 
APPLICATION NUMBER: #21-7218 
ADDRESS: 14838 ROSEMONT 
HISTORIC DISTRICT: ROSEDALE PARK 
APPLICANT: TRAJAN CENTERS 
PROPERTY OWNER: TRAJAN CENTERS 
DATE OF PROVISIONALLY COMPLETE APPLICATION: 04/26/2021 
DATE OF STAFF SITE VISIT: 4/27/2021 
 
SCOPE: INSTALL WOODEN ARCHED ARBOR AT FRONT WALKWAY, LANDSCAPING 
 
EXISTING CONDITIONS 
Built in 1941, 14838 Rosemont is a 1 ½ story brick bungalow featuring a gray stucco façade with decorative blue 
stucco quoins and trim.  A large brick chimneys rises from the rooftop.  Rectangular windows with blue, 
dripmold trim balance the centrally located entrance.  The front door is recessed under metal awning supported 
by decorative metal support posts, that frames the doorway’s architrave blue trim.  A narrow walkway leads up 
to the modest porch, where evergreen shrubs and minimal plantings shape the foundation.  The front yard has a 
slight slope toward the public walkway, shaded under a plane tree.  Driveways on either side of the house square 
off the open front lawn. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
As staff currently does not have access to some of the previous paper applications and approval letters, the 
Detroit Property Index is the only available information on the property.  This property has no violations nor any 
record of HDC approvals. 
  

Site Photo 1, by Staff April 27, 2021: (West) front side Site Photo 2, by Staff April 27, 2021: Northview of Rosemont 
with (West) front side and (South) side. 
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Aerial of Parcel 22076442. Sanborn V26, P2615. 

May 2020 Aerial of 14838 Rosemont, illustrating a neighborhood pattern of street, berm, public walk, open lawn, and house. 
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PROPOSAL 
The current owner provided an application, project narrative, site photos, and construction detail for the following 
proposed work: construct a wooden arbor (4’x2’x7’) over the front entrance walkway that leads from the public 
sidewalk to the front door.  No footings will be installed with the arbor; each post will be buried 12” in the ground. 
The arbor is proposed to be painted white to match the front awning of the house.   Landscape installation is to 
plant 2 trees: one magnolia and one cherry tree in the front yard on either side of the entrance walkway.     

 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 
STAFF OBSERVATIONS AND RESEARCH 
 Staff visited the site on April 27, 2021. Staff photographed the property from the public right-of-way and 

observed the streetscape of adjacent properties in the neighborhood.  (See staff photos enclosed.)   
 Staff observed plantings of a small magnolia, cherry tree on either side of the walkway, and apparently 

two rose bush plantings at the proposed location of the arbor.   
 The current design of the open front yard with a central walkway, public sidewalk, public berm with a 

street tree matches the surrounding context of the neighborhood. 
 There were no other properties in the vicinity that showed an example of a structure similar to the arbor 

that is proposed in this application. (See neighborhood aerial above and staff photos enclosed.)   
 Ornamental tree plantings, such as cherry and magnolia, are common features of the front yard in this 

neighborhood and are an appropriate change to the landscape. 
 The proposed clearance of the arbor at 4 feet wide and 7 feet in height may create an impediment of use 

of the walkway as roses climb and occupy the arbor.  
 
ISSUES 
 White paint is not an appropriate color recognized by the color scheme for this structure.  
 While the arbor is of modest scale, Staff observed that the front yard location introduces a new vertical 

structural design element that is not found in the context of the Rosedale Park neighborhood.   It is staff’s 
opinion that the front walkway location of this arbor does not complement the pattern language of this 
neighborhood, which consists of an open, front lawn approach to the entrance of the house and is in 

Figure 1, by Applicant: Location of Arbor. Figure 2, by Applicant: Arbor construction detail. 
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conflict with the Rosedale Park Historic District’s Elements of Design, which describes “walls of 
continuity” and “an unbroken greenbelt” in the front yard:  

o “Walls of continuity: The common setbacks of houses on straight residential streets create 
strong visual walls of continuity. This is augmented by the landscaped features in the public 
rights-of-way, such as the traffic islands and tree lawns planted with mature trees.” Section 21-
2-199 (d) 12. 

o “Orientation, vistas, overviews: The orientation of buildings is generally toward the north-south 
streets... The primary vistas are created by the landscaped traffic islands. Because of the 
standard setbacks and lack of front yard fencing, the streetscape appears as an unbroken 
greenbelt.” Section 21-2-199 (d) 20.   

 
RECOMMENDATION  
Section 21-2-78, Determinations of Historic District Commission 
 
Recommendation #1: Arbor 
Staff finds that the introduction of the white-painted, wood arbor conflicts with the historic character of this 
property and removes distinctive features of the neighborhood context. The proposed arbor is inappropriate, as it 
alter features that characterize the property, introduces a material and design that does not retain the historic 
character of the property, and does not match the character-defining feature in design, texture, and other visual 
properties, and are incompatible with the historic character of the property. 
 
Staff therefore recommends that the Commission issue a Denial for the installation of a wooden arbor at the front 
entrance walkway, as it does not meet the Secretary of the Interior's Standards for Rehabilitation, specifically 
Standards: 
 

1. A property shall be used for its historic purpose or be placed in a new use that requires minimal 
change to the defining characteristics of the building and its site and environment. 
 
2. The historic character of a property shall be retained and preserved. The removal of historic 
materials or alteration of features and spaces that characterize a property shall be avoided. 
 
5. Distinctive features, finishes, and construction techniques or examples of craftsmanship that 
characterize a property shall be preserved. 

 
9. New additions, exterior alterations, or related new construction shall not destroy historic materials 
that characterize the property. The new work shall be differentiated from the old and shall be compatible 
with the massing, size, scale, and architectural features to protect the historic integrity of the property 
and its environment. 

 
and Elements of Design 12 & 20  for the Rosedale Park Historic District.  
 
Recommendation #1: Two trees 
HDC staff recommends the Commission issue an approval for the below work items because they meet the 
Secretary of the Interior’s Standards for Rehabilitation and conform to the Elements of Design for the Rosedale 
Historic District: 
  

 Planting two trees, magnolia and cherry, on either side of the front entrance walkway. 
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